KBL Commissioned FM/UL Fire Fighting Pumps For A Leading FMCG Company

Kirloskar FM/UL pumps are FM approved and UL listed, which meet the NFPA and FM/UL standards’ quality norms. With these international approvals, our fire pump systems have greater reliability when it comes to preventing damage to property in case of fire.

KBL, a market leader in providing fire fighting pumping solutions, has recently commissioned FM/UL fire fighting pumps for a leading FMCG Company. KBL offers a comprehensive range of fire fighting pumps, including Kirloskar Fire Engine pumpsets (KFE), space-saving Multi-Stage Multi-Outlet (MSMO) pumps for high-rise buildings, FM/UL approved fire pumps, Fire Sprinkler sets and Containerised fire pumpsets.

KBL's Firefighting pump sets are proficiently designed to achieve global fire safety standards.

Kirloskar FM/UL pumps are FM approved and UL listed, which meet the NFPA and FM/UL standards’ quality norms. With these international approvals, our fire pump systems have greater reliability when it comes to preventing damage to property in case of fire. Trusted for quality and reliability, these are used across residential and commercial buildings, hotels, hospitals, airports, metros, on-shore and off-shore platforms, Power stations and transformer stations, Warehouses, and major industries like Oil and Gas, Petroleum and petrochemical complexes, Manufacturing and chemical industries.